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Iran votes YES on the FPDAM for Amendment 1 to ISO/IEC 10646-1:2000, with the following
comments.

Technical

T1. Iran asks for the addition of “Arabic Currency Sign Rial”, as proposed in ISO/IEC JTC1/
SC2/WG2 document N2373, to UCS to be considered for the Amendment 1 to ISO/IEC
10646-1:2000.

T2. Page 20: Iran requests replacing the representative glyphs for U+066E (ARABIC LETTER
DOTLESS BEH) and U+066F (ARABIC LETTER DOTLESS QAF) with glyphs that better
suit the other Arabic letter shapes in the same table. New glyphs should be made by copying
the glyphs for the characters U+0628 and U+0642 and removing the dots.

T3. Page 66:Iran requests the glyph representating U+262B FARSI SYMBOL be replaced by the
glyph Mr Roozbeh Pournader has provided to Mr Michael Everson and Dr Asmus Freytag.
The suggested replacing glyph is based on the definition of the symbol in the Iranian na-
tional standardISIRI 1:1993 Iranian Islamic Republic Flag, Annex A (available fromhttp:
//www.isiri.org/std/1.htm ).

T4. Page 3, left column, Paragraph 4:Change ‘For the 8 digit forms, the character SPACE may
optionally. . . ’ to ‘For the 8 digit forms, the character SPACE or the character NO-BREAK
SPACE may optionally. . . ’ (or any other clause allowing some other space characters, and not
only SPACE).

Editorial

E1. Make all dashes after ‘NOTE’s look the same way, preferably anen dash. Currently, it is
sometimes an en dash (e.g. Page 2, right column, middle of the column, after ‘NOTE 2’),
sometimes a normal hyphen (e.g. Page 3, left column, last paragraph, after ‘NOTE 1’), and
sometimes two consecutive hyphens (e.g. Page 2, right column, Paragraph−2, after ‘NOTE 1’).

E2. Page 2, right column, last paragraph:Make ‘NOTE’ and ‘3’ appear on the same line, like
‘NOTE 3’.

E3. Page 3, left column, Paragraph−2: Change ‘0000FFFE’ to ‘0000 FFFE’.
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